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To illustrate Kuala Lumpur is like opening a book that has various exciting chapters. The only global
capital city of Malaysia that appears blessed with colours of modernism along with rich heritage.
Kuala Lumpur literally means 'muddy confluence' in Malay language. The best part about this
gamma world city is that it has maintained equilibrium between its own culture and modernization.
Literally Kuala Lumpur is speckled with offbeat skyscrapers and avant-garde shopping malls. Still it
has no shortage of old quaint shop houses which strike a chord of its past. On one hand where you
see the world's tallest twin building of the Petronas Twin Towers, you can find its rich Craft Complex
on the other hand. Moreover, Kuala Lumpur is acclaimed to be only city in the world which has
dense forests in its precincts.

Shopaholics Paradise

Buy a ticket and hop on a plane with Flights to Kuala Lumpur and you may find this city to be great
place to shop. In recent years, mall after mall has risen from city lots, filled with hundreds of retail
outlets selling everything from haute couture to cheap chic clothing, electronic goods, jewelry, and
arts and crafts. The huge Central Market, on Jalan Benteng offers a wide array of Malaysian
handicrafts, but the market has become more gentrified in recent years and, as a result, now offers
fewer bargains. Pasar malam (night markets) are very popular evening activities in KL. Whole
blocks are taken up with these brightly lit and bustling markets packed with stalls selling almost
everything you can dream of. Two good bets for catching one: On Saturday nights, head for Jalan
Tuanku Abdul Rahman, while the Bangsar Night Market starts at dusk and is popular with trendy
residents. Another shopping haunt in the city is Chinatown, along Petaling Street and this place is
more circus than anything else. Day or night, it's an interesting wander past stalls of knockoff
designer clothing and accessories, sunglasses, T-shirts, souvenirs, watches, CDs and DVDs. The
shopping charm of Kuala Lumpur is almost unattainable, so vacationers fly down here with Cheap
Flights to Kuala Lumpur to fill their bags in this fabulous city.

Mind-Boggling Attractions

Kuala Lumpur is a wonderful city that attracts people from all corners of the world to its threshold.
Board Cheap Kuala Lumpur to Flights to start your tour with, Petronas Twin Towers, which has got
the credit of being the tallest twin structure in the world, is the right choice. In fact, the nearby
attractions, like Aquaria KLCC, Menara Kuala Lumpur, Suria KLCC, and Petronas Philharmonic
Hall, never keep any itinerary short. To add a little placid excitement, head for the Desa Waterpark
or Cosmo's World where you would definitely feel on top of the world, after getting a splash by
choosing Kuala Lumpur Flights. To cool down, walk over to the Lake Gardens where your tangled
nerves will get a refreshing break. The city also adores some really nice monuments that reflect the
architectural aptitude and patriotic love.

Plunge into the Nightlife

The sophisticated city of Kuala Lumpur undeniably observes loquacious and gushing nightlife. In
fact, the metro dazzles vibrantly when the Cheap Flights to Melbourne to its couch. And the
nightclubs arrange their paraphernalia rightly to coax the masses. If truth is to be told, the entire city
shrouds in pubs, lounges, bars, & discotheques in the hours of darkness; these joints spare no
efforts to entertain the wide-awake tourists soaring with Kuala Lumpur Flights.
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